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Abstra t

Automati Design of Algorithms Through
Evolution (ADATE) is a system for automati programming based on the neutral theory of evolution. This work examines methods of self-improvement for the ADATE system. Experiments are performed testing
two of the suggested methods, named SIGrewriting and SIG-reshaping. SIG-rewriting
synthesizes transformations to explore neutral networks, while SIG-reshaping reates
a predi ate for a epting or reje ting nonneutral mutations. It is found that SIGrewriting has reated no signi ant improvement for the ADATE system, while SIGreshaping does have improved results.
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Introdu tion

Automati Design of Algorithms Through Evolution
(ADATE) [8℄ is a system for automati programming
based on the neutral theory of evolution [4, 5℄. This
theory states that the majority of mole ular hanges
in evolution are due to neutral or almost neutral mutations. A onsequen e is that most of the variability and polymorphism within a spe ies omes from
mutation-driven drift of alleles that are sele tively neutral or nearly neutral. Sin e Darwinism and neoDarwinism state that survival of the ttest is the most
important sour e of geneti variation, the paper by
King and Jukes [5℄ has the remarkable title \NonDarwinian evolution". The neutral theory is now generally a epted and is supported by studying the rates
of synonymous and non-synonymous substitution in
various organisms [6℄.
Se tion 2 gives a brief overview of ADATE and explains why neutral walks provide performan e riti-
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al ombinatorial gains. The next se tion dis usses
self-improving geneti programming (SIG) and outlines ve ways to self-improvement of mutation operators. Se tions 4 and 5 des ribe experiments with two
of these ve SIG methods. The nal se tion ontains
on lusions and future work onsiderations.
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Overview of ADATE and its
appli ation of the neutral theory

In ADATE, as well as in natural evolution, neutral
walks in genotype spa e are essential for avoiding ombinatorial explosions due to omplex mutations. It is
typi ally mu h heaper to move through a sequen e of
neutral mutations nished by a minute positive mutation than to dire tly sear h for a single more omplex
positive mutation. Neutral mutations enable evolution to explore tness plateaus and nd suitable points
where it is easy to rea h a higher plateau of tness.
Typi ally, long jumps are ombinatorially expensive
and should be avoided.
Given a parent program, onsider the set of all possible mutations of some maximum omplexity. The
set is divided into three separate partitions by onsidering whether the mutation had a negative, neutral,
or positive e e t on the tness of the program. The
negative partition usually has higher ardinality than
the neutral one, whi h in turn is bigger than the positive partition. Often, ardinalities de rease by many
orders of magnitude when moving from the negative
partition to the neutral one or from the neutral to the
positive.
Thus, it is mu h more diÆ ult to dire tly nd a positive mutation than to nd a neutral one. However,
by applying a sequen e of neutral mutations to the
parent program, one an almost always nd a tnessequivalent program for whi h a quite small positive
mutation exists.

Shipman [12℄ et. al. use the on ept of neutral networks instead of tness plateaus. In both natural and
arti ial evolution, genotype spa e onsists of neutral
networks su h that all genotypes in a network have
pra ti ally equal tness and are on the same tness
plateau.
The most important question in evolutionary theory is
how to make the transition from one neutral network
to another that has higher tness. Arti ial evolution
should pro eed through a sequen e of su h transitions
between neutral networks. Note that a neutral network roughly orresponds to a spe ies in nature and
that rossover should o ur only between members of
a neutral network instead of the usual haphazard GP
rossover.
ADATE primarily relies on neutral mutations, exploring program spa e through walks along neutral networks. The transition from one neutral network (i.e.,
spe ies) to another onsists of the following.
1. A neutral walk along the urrent network attempting to visit genotypes lo ated lose to a new
network.
2. A brutal but extremely small mutation that is not
neutral and bridges the small gap to the new network from a suitable jump point in the urrent
network.
The ompound transformations in ADATE were designed a ording to this model of transition from one
spe ies to the next. In ADATE, the rst part of a
ompound program transformation is the neutral walk
and the se ond, typi ally small, part is the brutal mutation.
We will now brie y dis uss the neutral program transformations (i.e., mutations) in ADATE and lassify
them as tness neutral or semanti ally neutral. Of
ourse, a transformation an be tness neutral without preserving semanti s whereas semanti neutrality
implies tness neutrality. ADATE uses these transformations to perform its walk along a neutral network.
ADATE's semanti ally neutral transformations are abstra tion (ABSTR), dupli ation (DUPL) and ase or
let distribution or lifting (CASE-DIST).
ABSTR invents new fun tions and is basi ally a nondeterministi inverse of the inlining ( -expansion)
transformation used by optimizing ompilers. CASEDIST hanges the s ope of ase- and let-expressions.
DUPL inserts a ase-test with all alternatives equal
to a hosen expression in the program and does not

hange semanti s as long as the analyzed expression
does not raise ex eptions.
The only tness neutral, but not ne essarily semanti s neutral, transformation in ADATE is \repla ement preserving equality" (REQ), whi h mutates a
subexpression and omputes tness to ensure that it
does not de rease. Note that neutral REQs are mu h
more frequent than positive ones but the latter are
not dis arded even if they happen to in rease tness.
ADATE has a re ombination system for exploring various ombinations of established REQs, but the details
are beyond the s ope of this paper.
The population management in ADATE maintains a
hain of bigger-and-better \base" individuals. Ea h
base is the smallest member found so far in the neutral network i.e., spe ies, that it represents. Other
members of a spe ies are retained using various riteria su h as synta ti omplexity, time omplexity,
output diversity and genealogi al diversity. The last
riterion is intended to en ourage wide exploration of
the neutral network.
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How to automati ally improve
mutation operators

Our inspiration for studying self-improvement omes
from running n-dimensional numeri al optimization
experiments on self-adaption using Evolution Strategies (ES) [10, 11℄. An ES individual is mutated by rst
randomly hanging mutation step sizes and then employing these new step sizes to mutate the obje t variables. Thus, good step-sizes indire tly have a higher
probability of surviving sin e they are more likely to
lead to a positive mutation.
We tried an analogous experiment in GP, where ea h
individual arried reje tion rules for mutations instead
of step sizes. However, this approa h failed ompletely
due to over tting to the training data i.e., the genealogi al history tra e.
Lee Spe tor [13℄ is trying an even more radi al form
of self-adaption, Pushpop, where ea h individual ontains the ode ne essary for its own reprodu tion and
diversi ation. However, his experimental results are
preliminary and it remains to be seen if Pushpop will
run into the same over tting quagmire as we did.
In general, there are many di erent paths to selfimprovement of mutation operators. Here are some
possibilities ordered a ording to the omplexity of the
automati ally synthesized portion of the mutation operator.

1. Dire t automati synthesis of the entire ode used
for mutation.
2. Synthesis of lassi ation ode that ranks synthesized expressions a ording to their expe ted usefulness.
3. Reshaping the distribution of synthesized expressions so that they over as many equivalen e
lasses as possible with a limited number of syntheses and without unne essary in rease in expression size.
4. Automati synthesis of semanti s-preserving
rewriting rules that are employed for neutral random walks. Su h rules in rease the number of onne tions in a neutral network and thereby also the
number of genotypes rea hable through a neutral
walk without tness omputation.
5. Adapting numeri al parameters su h as overall
mutation frequen y and onditional or un onditional probabilities of o urren e for given fun tions and onstants.
A major problem with alternatives one, two and ve
is to nd so many relevant training inputs i.e., tness
ases, that the automati ally synthesized mutation operator is not spe ialized to them. Thus, over tting is
diÆ ult to over ome for alternatives one, two and ve.
The omplexity of the self-improvement required for
alternative ve is smaller than that required for alternative two, whi h in turn is less omplex than alternative one. Due to O am's razor, the problem of
nding training inputs be omes easier to solve as we
move from alternative one to two and from two to ve.
However, alternatives three and four do not su er from
a similar generalization problem sin e mu h relevant
training data is easy to nd. Consider a mutation
operator for a spe i set of fun tions and onstants.
With su h a set, we synthesize at least one thousand
expressions and label them a ording to the output
they produ e. The ones with the same output for all
training inputs are regarded as equivalent and re eive
the same label. Note that su h equivalen e lasses is all
that is needed for tness omputation in alternatives
three and four.
We will refer to alternatives three and four as SIGreshaping and SIG-rewriting respe tively.
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SIG-rewriting

Sin e ADATE is optimized to exploit neutrality, it is
more diÆ ult to improve ADATE using SIG-rewriting.

An advantage of automati ally synthesized rewrite
rules, however, is that they an be optimized to the
spe i problem in a way that ould not be anti ipated
when we designed ADATE.
We implemented SIG-rewriting in a way similar to a
sequential overing algorithm [7℄ for learning sets of
propositional or rst-order rules. ADATE was used
instead of the LEARN-ONE-RULE algorithm alled
as a subroutine by the main sequential overing algorithm. Ea h all to LEARN-ONE-RULE orresponds
to a omplete ADATE run that produ es a program
apable of transforming some expressions so that their
semanti s is preserved.
We stopped after generating nine rewrite rules, but
ould have ontinued generating more or less trivial
rules pra ti ally ad in nitum. It would be advantageous to in lude some estimate of rule usefulness in
the tness fun tion, but su h estimation seems omputationally too demanding using our urrent hardware.
When running ADATE with and without these nine
rules on a few boolean problems, we did not dete t
any major performan e di eren e.
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SIG-reshaping

The primary goal of SIG-reshaping is to avoid trying too many equivalent expressions, for example synthesizing and using both E and not(not(E)) or both
or(E1 ,E2 ) and or(E2 ,E1 ) for arbitrary boolean expressions E, E1 and E2 .
The spa e of all expressions with a size not ex eeding
a given limit is unsuitable for uniform random sampling if some equivalen e lasses have huge ardinalities, whereas other lasses are quite small and very
rarely sampled even though they ontain desirable expressions.
SIG-reshaping aims at alleviating this oversampling of
huge equivalen e lasses by automati ally synthesizing an a eptan e predi ate that determines if a given
synthesized expression is used. For example, su h a
predi ate an hoose to reje t not(not(E)) and also
or(E1 ,E2 ) if E2 is less than E1 a ording to some total
ordering of expressions.
We wrote an ADATE spe i ation for synthesis of an
a eptan e predi ate as follows.
First, we used ADATE's expression synthesis subroutine to generate all 1055 boolean expressions of size
ve or less onsisting of not, and, or, false, true and
three variables X1, X2, X3. Then, we evaluated ea h expression for all eight possible values of the input (X1,
X2, X3) and labeled ea h expression with the equiva-

len e lass that it belongs to. There are 36 equivalen e lasses with highly varying ardinalities for this
expression spa e.
For example, the equivalen e lass that was given number 36 ontains only the following four expressions,
here shown with the label.
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Our web site, given at the top of the rst page, ontains
an ADATE spe i ation le for SIG-reshaping as well
as the sour e ode of ADATE itself, whi h should make
it easy to reprodu e the results below.
The tness fun tion requires that a synthesized a eptan e predi ate a epts at least one minimum size expression in ea h equivalen e lass and reje ts as many
other expressions as possible. We rst tried without
the minimum size requirement but then found that
the synthesized predi ates sometimes only a epted
the biggest member of a lass, ausing an undesirable
in rease in omplexity.
Given this tness fun tion and a total ordering on
expressions, ADATE generated an a eptan e prediate that reje ts 999 out of the 1055 expressions in
the spa e while still a epting at least one minimum
size member of ea h lass. This predi ate was fairly
easy for ADATE to produ e, requiring only 15 hours
of CPU time on our 16-node Beowulf luster with 800
MHz Pentium III pro essors. The synthesized prediate f ontains one automati ally invented help fun tion whi h is used together with f in a mutually reursive fashion. It is not yet lear how the ode for
f works. Explanations from readers of this paper are
wel ome.
To test if this a eptan e predi ate leads to selfimprovement, we ran four, ve and six bit xor problems, also alled even parity, both with and without the predi ate. In the former ase, the predi ate
was used to reje t boolean expressions synthesized
by ADATE's only non-neutral \mutation" operator,
the so- alled R-transformation, whi h is quite di erent from a standard GP mutation operator.
ADATE does not use randomization in any way, whi h
means that only one run was performed for ea h example in table 1. ADATE systemati ally generates
expressions in order of in reasing size, whi h is not
as ombinatorially unreasonable as it may seem sin e
neutral walks in program spa e typi ally lead to a program that only needs an extremely small hange to be

Spe i ation
xor4
xor4sig
xor5
xor5sig
xor6
xor6sig

N =0
3:2  105
8:2  104
3:5  106
4:0  106
4:8  107
1:9  107

N =1
3:1  104
4:0  104
9:6  106
1:9  106
1:5  107
6:9  106

N =2
2:5  104
8:5  104
2:4  106
2:5  106
1:3  107
1:7  106

Table 1: Total number of evaluations required for nding a 100% orre t program.
improved. Amazingly, ADATE an generate ode for
the 6-bit even parity problem synthesizing only expressions of size three or less!
The parameter N in table 1 indi ates the degree of
population redundan y. ADATE's population ontains about 4N representatives of the neutral network
for a base in addition to the base itself sin e approximately N individuals are kept for ea h of four di erent
neutral sele tion strategies.
As an be expe ted from a omplex evolutionary proess, the varian e in table 1 is high, but it appears
that self-improvement has taken pla e. A remarkable
result from the table is that the ADATE SIG version
with N = 2 found a orre t program without fun tion
invention for the six bit xor problem using only 1.7 million evaluations. This may be one of the best results
reported in GP literature for this problem without invented fun tions. For example, Koza [3℄ and Chellapilla [2℄ report results without ADFs only for the
three, four and ve bit even parity problems but not
for the six bit problem. Note that ADFs are di erent
from the ABSTR transformation in ADATE.
The performan e advantage of the SIG versions is
smaller than anti ipated sin e the removal of redundant boolean expressions de reases the onne tivity of
neutral networks whi h may lead to missing links in
the most ontinuous genealogi al hains.
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Con lusions and future work

This paper has taken a look at several methods of selfimprovement for the ADATE system. Two of these
methods were tested experimentally, SIG-rewriting
and SIG-reshaping.
SIG-rewriting demonstrated no signi ant improvement on the performan e of the ADATE system. The
rules generated for SIG-rewriting are semanti s preserving transformations in addition to the ones that
ADATE already employs. The disappointing results

may be due to this overlap in fun tionality.
SIG-reshaping, however, has demonstrated some selfimprovement. After generating an a eptan e prediate for boolean expressions, limiting the dupli ation
of equivalent expressions, the predi ate was tested on
four, ve, and six bit xor problems. Comparing the
results with and without the predi ate indi ate that
self-improvement has o urred.
Preliminary examination might suggest that SIGrewriting and SIG-reshaping have opposite goals. SIGrewriting seeks to in rease the number of transforms
available for the walk along a neutral network, reating more paths available for walking. SIG-reshaping
a epts or reje ts the results of non-neutral mutations,
preferring the less omplex of an equivalent set of expressions. Though de reasing the number of a epted
non-neutral mutations seems to ontradi t the above
in rease in paths, this makes it so that the entry point
to a higher- tness neutral network is less omplex than
it would be otherwise, O am's razor at work. Thus
the two approa hes do not ounter-a t one another,
rather they appear to omplement one another.
In reasing the number of neutral transforms available
to ADATE alone hasn't wielded any bene ial results,
as stated above. In luding a measure of rule usefulness to de ide on the value of a synthesized neutral
transform may make SIG-rewriting mu h more useful,
but is unfortunately very omputationally expensive.
The results, however, may be SIG-rewriting rules that
are more likely to generate expressions loser to points
where mutation to a higher tness plateau is possible.
One future experiment to be performed is testing the
above hypothesis by a tually spending the omputation time needed to reate re ned SIG-rewrite rules
based on their usefulness.
Experimentation with fun tion sets more ompli ated
than boolean expressions will also be performed to
test the s alability of these self-improvement te hniques. The main problem with ompli ated fun tion sets will be generating a reasonable set of sample
inputs to demonstrate the validity of generated selfimprovement routines using either of the above methods.
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